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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the Dynkin diagram Cdm, whose consecutive vertices are 
labelled 1, 2,..., m, and we denote by Q, = (.J&, a) the graph J,, with a 
given orientation R for its edges. We call Q, a “quiver” of type dm. 
Let K be a field. For every d = (d, ,..., d,) E n\l m we consider the variety 
L, of all the representations over K of the quiver Q, of dimension d. Let Vi, 
i = l,..., m, be a vector space over K of dimension di ; the group 
G = ny!, GL(Vi) acts naturally on L, and the number of orbits of this 
action is finite, each orbit /“A, (A E Ld) corresponding to an isomorphism 
class [A] of the previous representations (cf. 12-51). 
Let A = (A I ,..., A,) E L,. In this paper we introduce a set of non-negative 
integers NA = {Nt,,}, 1 < u < u < m which are ranks of maps deduced from 
the A:s and depend on the orbit c”pA (cf. Proposition 2.2). 
First we prove that, through the set NA, we can compute the indecom- 
posable representations appearing in A and their multiplicities (cf. (2.6)). 
Moreover we find a system of inequalities which give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a set of non-negative integers N = (N,,,} to determine 
an isomorphism class of representations of Qm (cf. (2.7)). 
Next we study the problem of the degenerations for the representations of 
Q, of given dimension. Given any orbit fi c L, we want to characterize the 
orbits pB c L, such that pB cF~ ((4”A the closure of (c#), i.e., the 
degenerations of r”*. 
We prove that flB c /“, if and only if N:, < NtL. for every U, v, 
1 < u < u < m (cf. Theorem 5.2, the part that states the equality of the 
orderings GE and &). 
I Both authors belong to the group GNSAGA of CNR. 
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Moreover we prove that if 4 c & and FDB is open in & - @A then there 
exists a submodule A ’ c A (we think of the representations as modules) such 
that B 2: A’ @A/A’, (cf. Theorem 5.2, the part that states the equality of the 
orderings & and <,). 
The simple case where the Dynkin diagram J is equioriented, has been 
treated in [ 11. 
2. A SET OF RANK PARAMETERS FOR THE ORBIT@' 
Let Q, = (Jyrm, Q) as in Section 1. The orientation fl determines an 
increasing sequence of integers 1 = s,-, < s, < . a. < s, < s,+, = m, i.e., the 
sequence of sources and sinks of Q, and, as soon as we know s, to be a 
source (or a sink) then s, is a source or a sink according to the parity of the 
index t. 
Conversely an increasing sequence {si}, i = O,..., v + 1, s, = 1, s,,, I = m 
determines the orientation of J&‘,, up to duality, i.e., reversing all the arrows. 
As we will not need to know ifs, is a source or a sink we identify R with the 
sequence {si} and we will call the sts “critical points” for the orientation. 
Let A = (A, ,..., A,-, ) E L, be a given representation of Q, and consider 
any pair of indices u, v such that 1 < u < v < m. For the induced oriented 
graph starting at u and ending at v, u and v are either sources or sinks, and 
between u and v there will be a subsequence (possibly empty) of the 
sequence { si). 
Let vi, denote the linear map going from the direct sum of the spaces 
relative to all the sources to the one relative to all the sinks between u and v 
in the induced representation, (i.e., included u and u), whose components are 
where IPI, p = t - 1, t + 1, is the composition of all the maps A i going from 
the sources sI- 1 or sI+ 1 to the sink st. 
To each representation A we associate the set of non-negative integers 
NA = {N$}lcucuGm as follows: 
DEFINITION 2.0. 
N$ = rkp& if u<v, 
N&=dim V,,=d,. 
In the rest of this section we want to show some properties of the set N”; in 
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particular we want to show that if A, B E L, are representations of Q, and 
PA = [A], 4 = [B] denote the corresponding orbits (i.e., the isomorphism 
classes of representations [A], [B]) then we have Nt, = Ni, for every (u, U) 
if and only if @, = 4. 
We recall first the fact that the indecomposable representations of 
Q, = (s&, Q) are in 1 - 1 corresponence with the positive roots of the 
Dynkin diagram J&, independently from the orientation B (cf. [2-51). It 
follows that we have an indecomposable representation, denoted by E,,4, for 
each pair (p, q) with 1 <p < q < m, i.e., for each dimension d = (dj) E N” 
with dj = 1 for p ,< j < q and dj = 0 otherwise. 
We can visualize E,,, as the integer segment [p, q] on which we have put a 
dot for each integer j, p <j < q; each dot j representing a base vector in the 
one dimensional vector space Vj. 
EXAMPLE. E,,: 
If we consider E,, as an indecomposable representation of Q, = (ST&, a), 
0 = {si}, then the pair (p, q) uniquely determines the pair of integers (a, b) 
such that 
s a-, (P<S,, s,Gq <s*+, 
or, equivalently, the interval [p, q] determines the subsequence 
hl,S a+l,..., sb-i, sb} (possibly empty) of the critical points of R 
bars a+,,...,~b-l,~bj= [p,qlnQ. 
From this point of view the indecomposables E,,, of Q, are of two types: 
(1) [p, q] contains an even number of critical points, and we will say 
that E,, or [p, q] is of “even type.” 
(2) [p, q] contains an odd number of critical points, and we will say 
that E,, or [p, q] is of “odd type.” 
If we refer ourselves to the pair of integers (a, b) then we have that the 
even type corresponds to a pair (a, b) of integers with different parity (i.e., 
one of the two is odd and the other is even); the odd type corresponds to a 
pair (a, b) of integers with the same parity (both odd or both even numbers). 
EXAMPLE. 
(1) :A. . . . . . . +--g---t 
(2) :A. . . . . . . .&: 
(we have denoted by A, 0 critical points of different nature, therefore in 
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Example (l), a and b have opposite parity; in Example (2), c1 and b have the 
same parity). 
Remark 2.1. As soon as we know ifs, is a source or a sink and the type 
of the indecomposable EP4, we can read from the corresponding segment if 
the base vector j, p <j < q is sent to j - 1 or j + 1 or to zero, and if j is or is 
not the image of j + 1 or j - 1. 
Let A E L, be a given representation of Q, = (s&, J2). Then the 
isomorphism class [A] = P, determines and is determined by the set of non- 
negative integers eA = (e&JIGpGqGm such that 
(2.2) [A] = @ e&E,,. 
I<p<qSm 
If we represent each E,, via the segment [p, q], then [A ] is represented by 
a collection of segments, each segment [p, q] having multiplicity ei,. We 
call this collection of segments the “diagram” of the isomorphism class of 
the representation A. 
Let us introduce now the set of non-negative integers nA = {n~S},srssGm 
associated to A and defined by 
(2.3) 
nfs is the number of the segments of the diagram of [A] which contain the 
integers r, s. It follows that we have 
(2.4) e,Aq=n~q-nL,q-nl!.q+l +npA-l,q+l 
wherewesetn;4,=Oifr<Oors>m+l. 
As (2.3) and (2.4) are one the inverse of the other we deduce that the set 
nA is determined by the orbit PA and it determines an orbit if an only if the 
numbers ng, satisfy the inequalities obtained by setting the right hand side of 
(2.4) bigger or equal to 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let u<v and s,~,<u<s,, so<v<so+,, then we 
have 
+ (-l)0-a+1 n&. 
4X1/93/2-10 
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Proofi If u = v or c[ =/I + 1 the proof is trivial as (2.5) reduces to 
N;, = n;, = 
! 
rkv,,, if u<v 
4 if u=v. 
Suppose a # p + 1, i.e., s, _, < u < s, , sq < v < sg+, and assume s, is a sink, 
i.e., u is a source in the induced representation (a similar argument holds if 
s, is a source). Consider 
we have 
Note that 
N& = rMuus, + rkrpte, - dim(Im AUs, n Im cpf,,) 
=?I Aus, + Nf*” - dim(Im xUs, n Im q;‘,,). 
By induction assume 
+ (-ly-” nsev. 
Then we only need to prove that 
dim(Im A,, ,n Im pfJ = C (-l)‘-’ nus,+, + (-l)“-” nUv. 
s,+I~s”tI<~ 
As ImA,, c Vs,c W we only need to count the number of base vectors 
in Im A,, n?Irn qf u n VJ. 
The nimber of b&e vectors in Im v:,, n Vs, is counted by the number of 
indecomposable Ep4 with p&~,~s,+,<q<s~+~, P<s,<s,,,< 
q < s,+ ,, , and so on (cf. Remark 2.1). Therefore the number of base 
vectors in Im AUs, n Im (pt*, is counted by the number of EPq in A with 
P<u~s,.,<q~s,+,; P<U<Sa+3<qCSu+4,..., i.e., n&e+,-n&+2; 
da+, - nLa+4 be. and the claim is proved. 
The linear system of equations (2.5) for 1 < u < v Q m consists of 
recursive relations, therefore it is invertible over the integers. By substituting 
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(2.3) in (2.5), we express the N&‘s as linear functions of the multiplicities e& 
and the linear system is invertible over the integers, i.e., we have 
(2.6) 4, =fpqGYL.J 
and explicitly 
e,“, = (-l)“-“(N~,-N~-,,,-N~,,+, +$-,,,+,I 
if sa cp c &+l, sb c q c %+I, 
e& = (-l)b-a+‘(N~~+,,9-N~~-,,q--~u+,.4+1 +e-L,+d 
(2.6) 
if sb<q<sb+lv 
e& = (-l)b-a(N~,Sb-,-N~-I.I~_,-N~,Sb+l +yL,s,+J 
if s, CP Csa+,, 
4& = (-l)b-a+‘(N:o+,.Sb-, -N~~-l,,*_I--~~+l,sb+l +N;o-I,Sb+l)- 
If A is a given representation of Q,, i.e., in suitable bases, A is assigned 
through the set of matrices (A i ,...,A ,,-i), then we can compute the ranks 
NtU and from (2.6) we deduce the multiplicities of the indecomposable 
factors of [A] = flA. Conversely if A is given through (2.2) then (2.3) and 
(2.5) allow us to find the set of rank parameters NA. 
Moreover we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.7. A set of non-negative integers N = (N,,}, 1 < u < 
v < m, is the set of rank parameters for an isomorphism class of represen- 
tations of Q, = (.M’, SJ) if and only if they satisfy the inequalities obtained 
setting the right hand side of (2.6) bigger or equal to 0. 
This last proposition allows us to parametrize bijectively the isomorphism 
classes of representations of Q, by the sets of rank parameters N = {N,,} 
subject to the stated conditions. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. If A, B E L, are such that @B G 8A, then Nf, < Nf, 
for every 1 < u < v < m. 
Proof: It is trivial; in fact, in a degeneration ranks cannot increase. 
Remark 2.9. We have displayed the n&’ s appearing in the expressions 
(2.5) of Ni, on rows and columns; on each column we have an alternated 
sign starting with +, and the column index is p and p E {u, s,,..., so}. 
Remark 2.10. From now on we will display the rank parameters N& 
(1 < u < m, 1 < u < m) of the representation A in a matrix (u and v are 
respectively the row and the column index), which will still be denoted by 
NA = (N;,,}. 
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3. ELEMENTARY DEGENERATIONS 
We introduce here some operations on the indecomposables ED, of 
Q, = (,&, Q) called “elementary degenerations” which will generate a 
preorder elation in the set of orbits of given dimension. 
We will use the definition of indecomposable I?~:,, (or segment [p, q]) of 
even or odd type given in Section 2. 
(e) For each pair of indecomposables Ehk, E,, such that h < r < t < k 
and [r, t] is of even type we associate the pair Ehl, Erk, i.e., we consider the 
operation 
EXAMPLE. 
h 
. 
k h $d f 
. . w l 
uk 
SC sd SC 
(e’) For each indecomposable E,, and each integer t such that 
h < t < k we consider the operation 
De’ *E htk * hk-+Eht@Et+Ik- 
EXAMPLE. 
h sd t t+1 Sdt I k 
. w- - m 4 
- 
(o) For each pair of indecomposables Eh,, E,, with h < r < t < k and 
[r, t] of odd type, we consider the operation 
Dirtk :E,,@E,,f+EE,,@E,,. 
EXAMPLE. 
hd 
h k 
. . 
nht 
‘-, r 
SC SC sd 
Remark 3.1. The operation (e’) can be considered as a special case of 
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(e) if we introduce the convention that E,, 1,1 is the 0 representation for every 
t and in (e) we allow the index r to be equal to t + 1 (note that with our 
conventions E,, l,t is of even type). Therefore we will refer, from now on, to 
the elementary operations of types (e) and (o), and we call them resp. even 
or odd operation. 
These three types of operations generate a preorder relation in the set of 
isomorphism classes of representations of Q, of given dimension d. We will 
see in (3.3) that this is in fact an ordering which we call the “combinatorial 
ordering” and denote by &. The definition is the following: 
DEFINITION 3.2. Given A, B EL, we say that flB <,@* if and only if the 
set of indecomposable factors of B is obtained from the one of A with a finite 
number of elementary operations of types (e) and (0). 
Let us denote by < the geometrical ordering of the orbits given by 
p; &, /“, if and only if f”, c ?A (i.e., if FB is a degeneration of F,). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. For A, B E L,, if/“, <, f”A then f”B Q, FA. 
Proof: Recall that if 0 --+ M’ + M is an injection of modules, then the 
module N = M’ @M/M’ is a degeneration of M (i.e., N belongs to the 
closure of the isomorphism class of M). Therefore we only need to find such 
injections or projections for the elementary operations (e), (0). 
Case (e). Suppose s,-, < r(s,, s,,( t < sb+r and s,-r is a sink. As 
Hom(E,,, E,,) N K, let us denote by q: Ehl+ E,, the morphism corre- 
sponding to 1 in the previous isomorphism. Let (p’: E,,[ + E,, the analogous 
morphism. Then the morphism a, - (4’: E,,, 4 E,, @ E,., is an injection and 
(EM 0 E,,YE,u = E,,. If so- 1 is a source we have an injective map 
E,, 4 E,, @ E,, and the quotient is Ehl. 
Case (0). Can be treated with the same kind of argument. 
According to what we have just proved in (3.3) we will refer to the result 
of an elementary operation as to an “elementary degeneration” (e), (0). 
4. OBSTRUCTIONS TO AN ELEMENTARY DEGENERATION 
Let A, B EL, and suppose B is obtained from A performing one 
elementary degeneration. Propositions 3.3 and 2.7 imply that NtL, < N$ for 
every 1 < u < v < m. 
We first want to describe a way to compute for which pairs (u, v) the 
corresponding N,, has in fact decreased its value, i.e., Nf,, < N$. 
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Note that if B is obtained from A performing the operation 
%lk :Ehk@Ert-+Eht@Erk then r~~-i,~+~=n~-,,,+,-- 1 and therefore 
(4.1) 
nEq =n;, - 1 for h<p<r-1, t+l<q,<k 
nEq = n,A, otherwise. 
If the operation is Dgrtk :Ehl @ E,, t--+ E,, @ E,, then n$-, ,1+, = 
nL1,t+l + 1 and therefore 
(4.2) 
=nA +l 
1) _ 1 
for h<p<r--1, t+l<q<k 
P,4 - %q otherwise. 
Then from the expression (2.5) of N,, (cf. Remark 2.9) and (4.1) or (4.2) 
we deduce that Nf, = Nz, - 1 if in (2.5) there is an odd number of nPq 
altered by the degeneration; Nf, = N$ otherwise. With the notation of (2.5) 
we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let z, w be respectively the number of elements of the 
sequence {u, s, ,..., sB, v} which lie in the intervals [h, r - l] and [t + 1, k], 
then have Nf, = Nt, - 1 if and only if the product z . w is odd; Ni,. = N{,. 
otherwise. 
Proof: It is trivial since z represents the number of columns in (2.5) on 
which some npq has changed its value, and in each such a column exactly w 
consecutive elements present a variation. 
Let A E L, and suppose we perform an elementary degeneration on its 
indecomposable factors. We will soon see that the NtL’ which “change” under 
the effect of the operation are the elements of a submatrix of all rank ’ 
parameters NA (cf. Remark 2.10). We call this submatrix the “obstruction 
matrix” of a A relative to the performed operation and we use the notation 
obA(D&) or obA(D&). The reason we use the term “obstruction” is the 
following: suppose A is given via the set of its rank parameters (satisfying 
the inequalities stated in (2.7)). Can we perform on A, for example, the 
operation E,, ~1 Ehl @ E,, ,,k ? The answer cannot be positive if some of the 
entries of obA(D&) are zero (which means that there are no factors E,, in A 
on which the operation can be performed). 
Next we use Proposition 4.3 to list explicitly in four different cases the 
row and column indices of the various obstruction matrices one can get, as 
we will need them in the proof of (5.3). 
Assume h, r, t, k are integers such that 1 < h < r < t < k (or r = t + 1 and 
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h < t < k as we want to consider simultaneously the operations (e) and (e’)). 
In the given orientation s2 = {s~}~=~,,.,,~+ 1 they satisfy the inequalities 
s o-, <h<s,; s,-, cr<s,; sd<t<sd+,; sb<k<sb+, 
for suitable a, c, d, b. 
Case (I). If [h, r - 1 ] and [t + 1, k] are of odd type, then for the 
corresponding obstruction matrix obA (D&) or obA (D&) we have 
{ l,..., h - 1; s, ,..., s,+ 1 - 1 ;...; s,- 1 ,..., r - 1 } row indices 
{t+ I,..., Sd+l;Sd+z+ I,..., Sd+3;...;Sb-1 + l,...,s,;k+ I,..., m) 
column indices. 
Case (II). If [h, r - 11 is of even type and [t -t 1, k] is of odd type then 
we have 
IL, S, - 1; S, + I ,..., s, + 2 - 1 ;...; s, _ 1 ,..., r - 1 } row indices 
{t + l,..., sd+,; sd+z + I,..., sd+j;...; sb-, + I,..., s,; k + I,..., m) 
column indices. 
Case (III). If [h, r - 1 ] is of odd type and [t + 1, k] is of even type, then 
we have 
{ l,..., h - 1; S, ,..., S, + , - 1 ;...; s,- r ,..., r - 1 } row indices 
{t + l,..., sd+ , ; sd+2 + l,..., sd+3 ;,..; sb + l,..., k} column indices. 
Case (IV). If [h, r - l] and [t + 1, k] are of even type, then we have 
{h,..., s, - 1; s,+ 1 ,..., s,+* - l;...; s,- r ,..., r - 1 } row indices 
{t + l,..., sd+i;sd+* + l,...,s,+,;...;s,+ l,..., k} column indices. 
Note that we are prescribing the type of [h, r - 1 ] and [t + 1, k], therefore, 
as the operations D& or Dgrlk p rescribe the type of [r, t] we can deduce the 
type of the indecomposables on which we perform the operation. Each case 
contains therefore two different situations (up to duality) each one 
corresponding to an operation of type (e), (0). 
All the possible situations concentrated in Cases I, II, III, IV are listed in 
the following table. In the last column we use the following: 
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NOTATION 4.4. Let {Xi}i=1,2,...,g, {J’j)i=l 2 . . . ...4 be two sets of non- 
negative integers. The symbol 
( x, , x2 ,-*-, xp I Yl 3 Y2 (***3 u,> 
denotes that the xI)s have the same parity, different from the one of the yis. 
Case D Indecomposables on which D acts Parities 
*I DXrtk 
(a, d I b, c) 
(a, b I c, d) 
(a, b, c I d) 
(a, c, a’ I b) 
(a, b, d I c) 
(b, c, d I 4 
(a, c I b, 4 
(a, b, c, 4) 
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Remark 4.5. (i) If in Case III or IV we have k = m = sb, the index m 
does not appear as a column index, the last index of the list is in fact sb _ 1. 
This fact will be used in the proof of (5.3) (cf. Section 7). 
(ii) If[h, I - l] (resp. [t + 1, k]) d oes not contain any point of the 
sequence {si} = Q, then the corresponding row indices (resp. column indices) 
need to be contracted to {h ,..., r - 1) (resp. {t + l,..., k}). 
5. STRATEGY AND SKETCH OF THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
For the quiver Q, = (M’,,, J2) we consider the space L: = L, of the 
isomorphism classes of representations of fixed dimension d. 
As we have recalled in the Introduction, an isomorphism class [A], 
A E L,, corresponds to the orbit @A under the action of G on L. 
In (3.2) we have defined an ordering on the orbit set, denoted by <, and in 
(3.3) we have compared it with the geometrical ordering denoted by &. 
Next we define a “rank ordering” in the same set, denoted by <,, as follows: 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given A, B E L, we say FpB &@A if and only if 
N:,<N& for l<u<v<m. 
Proposition 2.8 says that if c”B & (4”A then @$ <, @A. The theorem we want 
to prove is the following: 
THEOREM 5.2. The three orderings Q,, &, <, coincide. 
We only need to compare the orderings <, and <, and the strategy we will 
use is described by Proposition 5.3. 
To simplify to notations, from now on we will write B <A instead of 
@, <,@A * 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let A, B EL such that B <A. Then there exists a 
C E L obtained from A via an elementary degeneration and such that 
B<C<A. 
Note that Proposition 5.3 (and Theorem 5.2) has been proved in [I] in the 
case the Dynkin diagram is equioriented, i.e., in the case v = 0 (cf. [ 1, 
Theorem 3.2). Therefore, from now on we will assume v > 0. 
We will say that “an elementary operation on A is allowed by B” if the 
operation on A gives rise to a C such that B < C <A. 
If B < A and we perform an elementary degeneration D on A, we do get a 
C < A, but if the entries Nt,, of the obstruction matrix obA(D) are not strictly 
greater then the corresponding Nf,‘s, we do not have B Q C <A. This 
explains once more the term “obstruction matrix.” 
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Let a;-1 be the quiver obtained from Q, erasing the last vertex. 
Therefore the vertices of Q!h- r are labelled by I,..., m - 1; the sequence of 
sources and sinks is 1 = s,, < s, < ... < s, <s:+, = m - 1. Similarly we 
define 0.; _, , erasing the first vertex. 
To any representation A = (A,, A, ,..., A,,,-*, A,-,) of Q, corresponds 
the representation A’ = (A,, A, ,..., A,-,) of QgP1 (resp. A” = A, ,..., A,-,) 
of Qi- i). In particular to the indecomposable representation EP4, 
1 <p < q < m - 1, of Q, corresponds the indecomposable representation 
Epq of Oh-,; to the indecomposable EP,, 1 <p < m - 1, of Q, corresponds 
the indecomposable Ep,m- 1 of Oh-, . It follows that to an elementary 
degeneration Dhrlk on A (of odd or even type, cf. Section 3) corresponds the 
same elementary degeneration on A’ (resp. odd or even), if k < m - 1; if 
k = m and t < m - 1 to Dhrlm (odd or even) corresponds Dhrlm 1 (resp. odd 
or even). 
Let A =jJ I(pGpGmeiqE,,q be a representation of Q, and A’ = 
c IGrGsGm-l eKErs the corresponding one in Q,-, , then for the rank 
parameters and for the multiplicities we have the relations 
(5.4) N$ = N;“, I<u<v<m- 1 (resp.N~~=N~,,2<u<v<m), 
(5.4)’ 
A’ A 
eP4 = em7 7 I<p<q<m--l 
e A’ A p,m- 1 = ep.m- 1 f $,, l<p<m-1. 
Remarks and Terminology 5.5. If ei; > 0, i.e., A’ contains a factor (a 
direct summand), E,, , and k < m - 1 then from (5.4)’ we deduce that 
e;ik = e;i; > 0, i.e., A contains a factor E,,. In this case we will say that “the 
factor E,, of A’ (of odd or even type, cf. Section 2), lifts to the factor E,, of 
A (resp. of odd or even type)” (we will also say that “Ehk is the lifting to A 
of the same factor in A”‘). 
If ei:,,-, > 0, i.e., Eh,,-, is a factor of A’, then ef,,-, + ei, > 0 (cf. 
(5.4)‘). It follows that either ei,,- 1 > 0 and E,,,- 1 is a factor of A, or 
e$,, > 0 and E,, is a factor of A. In this case we will say that “the factor 
E h,m-, of A’ lifts either to a factor E,,,,-, or to a factor E,, of A” (the 
lifting need not be unique!). Note that Eh,,-l has the same type odd or even 
(cf. Section 2) in Q!k- i and Q, if and only ifs = m - 1; E,,,- I in Ok- I and 
E,, in Q, have the same type odd or even if and only if s, < m - 1. 
In any case a factor E,, can be lifted to A. Therefore if in A’ we can 
perform the elementary degeneration D’ = Dhrlk, k < m - 1, then in A we 
can perform D = Dhrtk ; if in A’ we can perform D’ = Dhrtm-, then in A we 
can perform either D = DhrfmPl or D = Dhrtm or both. In any case we will 
say that “the elementary degeneration D’ performed on A’ lifts to an 
elementary degeneration D performed on A” (or equivalently “D is a lifting 
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of D’ from A ’ to A”). Note that if D’ is an even operation (resp. odd) then 
D is an even operation (resp. odd) but, if D’ is of type I (resp. II, III, IV) 
(cf. Section 4), then D need not to be of type I (resp. II, III, IV). 
Remark 5.6. Suppose we can perform an elementary degeneration D’ on 
A ’ allowed by B’, i.e., there are no obstructions in U4;- I ; when we lift D’ to 
a degeneration D on A new obstructions can arise, if we require the 
degeneration to be allowed by B, and these correspond to the column index 
m in obA(D). 
DEFINITION 5.7. We will say that the lifting D of D’ from A’ to A is 
trivial if obA(D) = obA’(D’). 
To see if a lifting is trivial or not it is enough to look at the lists of row 
and column indices given in Section 4 (Cases I to IV). 
Sketch of the proof of 5.3. Given A, B EL, if B <A then B’ <A’ and 
B” <A”. The proof 5.3 will be done in two steps. 
Step 1. If B’ < A’ (or B” < A”) we proceed by induction on the length 
of the quiver, the initial case being trivial. We know by induction that there 
exists an elementary degeneration on A’ allowed by B’ (resp. A” allowed by 
B”), and we show that we can lift this degeneration to one on A allowed 
by B. 
Step 2. If B’ = A’ and B” = A” then we are in the case Nf,,, < Nf,,, and 
all the other rank parameters for B and A are equal; in this case we directly 
exibit an elementary degeneration on A allowed by B. 
In order ro realize this program we will need some lemmas. 
6. LEMMAS 
Let A EL be a given representation. We want to produce here some 
inequalities satisfied by the set of rank parameters NA which we will need for 
the proof of (5.3). As the representation A is supposed to be fixed, we omit it 
in our notations. 
Let w = s, + u be any index such that s, < w < s,, I and let d be such that 
z f d < v (where m = s,+ ,). In the expression (2.5) of N,, we can collect 
first the terms corresponding to NW,Sd+, and Ns,+,,,, i.e., we write 
NW, = %&+, + Ns lft1.m - (some other terms). 
If the number of columns in NW,Sd+, is even we can collect the other terms 
in pairs of consecutive columns; otherwise we will collect the terms relative 
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to the column w alone and all the other ones paired together. With this idea 
in mind we introduce the following notations: 
NOTATION 6.1. (i) Let j < h and s, < h < s,+ r, we set 
o--e+1 
+ (nj,s,+2 - nj.s,+3) + *.. 
(ii) Let i <.j < h and s, < h < s,+ r, we set 
v--e+1 
‘ijh = cnjh - lZih - nj,s,+, + ni,s,+,) + c (-‘>‘(nj,s,+l- ni,s,+,) 
t=2 
= cnjh - ‘ih - ‘j,s,+, + ‘i,s,+,> f fnj,s,+z- ni,s,+2 
- nj,se+3 + ni,s,+,) + **. 
(iii) Let i < j <f, we set 
Tijf = njf - n,,. 
We deduce the following decompositions for NS, + u,m 
N s,to.m = Ns,twd+, +Nsd+,,m - r 
Rsltwd+2 
+ 
(Q), 
if z and d have the same parity, i.e., s, and sd are both 
sources or sinks. 
N s,+v,m = N&+u.&,+, + N&,+,,m - sS,+“,S,+,.Sd+~ 
+ 
(6.21, 
,=,,3:+5,...,, ssa-1~su~sd+2) 
if z + 1 and d have the same parity, i.e., if s, + I and sd are 
both sources or sinks. 
For any pair of indices s, + v and e such that s, + v < e and s, < e < m, 
we have instead the following decompositions: 
N s,+u,m =Ns,+u,e -
(6.3h 
( Rs2+v,e + ,=,+27+4 ,...,” Sso-~3Sa~e 
if z and v have same parity 
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or 
N s,+u,m =Nsz+“,e - sSz+,>rSzt,re + c ss,-,,s,,e 
(6.3)~ ( a=z+3,r+5,...,1~ 
if z + 1 and v have the same parity. 
Remark 6.4. Clearly we have: (i) Rj, > 0 since each summand in 
parenthesis for its expression is non-negative. In fact IZ~,,~+,- ~l~,~,+,+, counts 
the number of factors EPQ (in A) with p <j, s,+~ Q q < s,+~+, ; nit, - nj,s,+, 
counts the number of factors EP4 with p <j, h < q < s,+ , . 
(ii) S,, > 0 since each summand of its expression is non-negative. 
Note that 5,s,+,- ni.s,+r- nj,se+l+, + %,+,+, counts the number of factors 
E,, wth i <p <j, S,+t < 4 < S,+,+ 1 ; ShihrlY for njh - nib - nj,s,+, + ni,s,+l. 
(iii) Tij,> 0. In fact Tiir counts the number of factors EP4 with 
iCpGi,q>.f 
We deduce the following: 
LEMMA 6.5. (i) Rjh > 0 if and only if there exists (in A) a factor EP9 
with p<j and qE {h ,..., s,+~ - 1; s,+~ ,..., s,+~- l;...}. 
(ii) If j <f < h then n,,> Rjh and the equality holds tf and only tf 
there are no factors EP4 (in A) with p <j, q E {f ,.,., h - 1; s,+ i ,..., s,+~ - 1; 
S e+3,“‘, se+4 - lb..}. 
(iii) sijh > 0 if and only if there exists (in A) a factor E,, with 
i <p <j and q E {h ,..., s,+, - 1; s,+~ ,..., s,+~ - l;...}. 
(iv) Zf i <j <f < h then Tijf> S,, and the equality holds if and only if 
there are no factors EPp (in A) with i <p <j, q E {A..., h - 1; 
S e+ ,,..., se+2 - lb..}. 
LEMMA 6.6. Consider the indices s, + r, sb + t, s, + w such that 
l<s,+r<s,+t<s,+w<m with s,<s,+r<sQ+,; s,<s,+t<s,,,; 
s, < s, + w < s,+ , . We have the following inequalities: 
(9 Nso+r,m-NSb+l,m ~N,~+r.s,+w-N,b+I,s,+w if b and c have the 
same parity. 
(ii) Ns,+r,m -NSb+t.m Ws,+r,s,+w -NSb+t,S,+W if b and c have 
opposite parity. 
Moreover 
(iii) The equality holds both in (i) and (ii) if and only g there are no 
EP4 (inA) with: pE {l,..., s,+r; s,+~+ l,..., so+?;...; sbs2+ l,..., sb-r; 
sb + l,..., sb + t] if a and b have dt@erent parity; or p E {s, + r + l,..., s,, , ; 
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s at2 + l,..., s,+~;...; sbP2 + l,..., sb-,; sI, + l,..., sb + t} if a and b have the 
same parity; and q E {s, + w ,..., s,+, - 1; s,+~ ,..., s,+~ - l;...}. 
Proof: (i) The following computations are based directly on (2.5) 
(where we collect together the contribution of N, +r,m - Ns,+r,s,+w and the 
one of Nsb+l,s,+w - N,,+,,,), and on the notation (6.1). 
Suppose the parity of a is different from the one of b and c: 
(Ns,+r,m -Ns,+t,,)- (Ns,+r,s,+w-Ns*+t,s,+w) 
= -R - Sa+*.sctl z sSi.Si+*Jc+I - ‘Sb3Sb+t,Sc+l 
i=a+l,at3,...,b-2 
+n s,tr,s,tw + i=otl,a~33....,b-2 TSi.Si+l,Se+W + T%.S*+t.%+W 
= 
(n s,+r,s,tw -R s,tr,s,+,) + 
- %i,Si+,.SC+,) + Kb,sbtt,s,tw - %,sbtt.s,+,)’ 
The statement follows now from Lemma 6S(ii), (iv). If a has the same parity 
as b and c we have 
Ws,+r,m-K~+t,m)- (Ns,tr.s,tw-NSbtt,Sc+W) 
= (Ts,tr,s,+,,s,tw - %+r,S.+,,S,+,) 
+ c (TSivSi+l,SctW -SSj.Si+19Sc+l) 
i=atZ,at4,....b-2 
+ (TS~,S*+t,SctW-SSb.Sb+t.Sc+,) 
and we get the same conclusion. 
(ii) Is similar to (i) once one notices that under the new assumptions 
the signs in the various summands have been changed into their opposite. 
(iii) We just read Lemma 6S(ii), (iv) in the case when equalities hold. 
7. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.3, STEP 1 
For Step 1 (cf. Section 5) our assumption will be: 
(*) There is no elementary degeneration on A ’ allowed by B’ which 
admits a trivial lifting to A. 
Otherwise the required C we are looking for is trivially found. 
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Suppose B’ < A ‘. By induction we know that there is an elementary 
degeneration on A ’ allowed by B’ which can be either 
withl<h<r<t<k<m-l(orr=t+landl<h(t(k<m-1)and 
s a-, <h<s,; s,-1 <r<s,, sd<t<sd+,, sb<k<sb+,. We only need to 
analyze and prove Step 1 for all possible elementary degeneration on A’ 
which cannot be trivially lifted to A; clearly they are listed in Section 4 
Cases I and II where the column index m do appear, and some “limit case” 
for Cases III and IV, i.e., when k = m - 1 (cf. Remark 4.5(i)). 
7.1,. The Case I for an Even Degeneration 
We assume that the elementary degeneration on A’ allowed by B’ is 
e&k : E,, 0 E,t -+ E,,, 0 E,, , k<m-l (Case I). 
From Section 4 Case I we read that the row indices in obA ‘(Dirt& are 
{ l,..., h - 1; s =,..., s,, I - l;...; s,-, ,..., r - 1 } =: H, the column indices are 
{t+ l,..., s~+~; sd+*+ l,..., s~+~;...; sbml+ l,..., sb; k+ l,..., m-l}=:K 
(where K = (t + l,..., m- 1) if k=m+ 1 and d=v). 
We know that D& can be lifted to A (cf. Remark 5.5) and we collect in 
Table I, the non-trivial liftings which can occur in A. 
Remark I,. In Table I, we have not listed all the possible liftings of 
E h,m-, from A’ to A, but the missing ones give rise to degenerations which 
are trivial liftings, against (*). In fact if in (ii) we assume that the 
degeneration lifts to 
(Case III) 
or if in (iii) we assume that the degeneration lifts to 
Sdil S” m-1 * * . m w 
(Case III) 
by Remarks 4.5(i), (5.6) and (5.7) we have a trivial lifting. 
Moreover if d = v we must have k = m - 1, otherwise the degeneration in 
A’ does not belong to Case I and in (iv) we can repeat he same argument as 
in (ii) or (iii). 
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TABLE I, 
Column 1 
GHk inA’:CaseI 
Column 2 
Non-trwlal hftmg of DirrK in A Case 
(iii) 
d#v 
h s2 SC-1 w+1 S” m--l h sll SC--1 w+, S” m 
+-OS 4 4= . m, 1 
k=m- Ifs, 
(iv) 
d=v 
k=m- 1 
For all the possibilities listed in column 2 of Table I, we have new 
obstruction indices relative to the column index m and row indices p E H. 
We claim that 
c**> N;,m >Nk, for every p E H. 
From this claim, once proved, it will follow that if we assume the 
representation C to be obtained from A via the degeneration of column 2, 
then A > C > B and the Proposition 5.3 is proved. 
To prove (* *) assume by contradiction that there exists an index 
~=s,+vEH(s,<s,+v<s,+,),andsuchthat 
The index p= s, + v can be of two types: 
(1) s, + v is such that z has the same parity as d, 
(2) s, + v is such that z + 1 has the same parity as d. 
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We analyze first the case d # v, i.e., (i), (ii) and (iii) of Table I,. We have 
(7.2) 
NA 
s,tU.Sd+l > Nfz+V,Sd+, as the degeneration on A ’ is 
allowed by B’ (cf. 5.4), 
Nfd+,,“, >Nfd+l.m asB <A. 
We discuss separately the cases p= s, + ZJ of type (1) or (2). 
If p= s, + 21 is of type (l), we use the decomposition (6.2), for both sides 
of (7.1) and from (7.2) and (6.4) we deduce 
(7.31, R:‘,tb&f+2 + x ‘: -, S, Sd+l > ” c? 1 3 
a=rtZ,zt4,...,d 
From Lemma 6.5(i), (iii) it follows that A contains a factor (a direct 
summand) EpT with 
p E { l,..., s, +u;s,+, + l,..., S,+*;...;Sdel + l)...) Sd} =:P,, 
QE {sd+2,-*, sd+j - 1; sd+4 ,..., sd+5 - I;...} 
and a fortiori with 
qE{t+l,..., sd+,-l;sd+2 ,..., Sdt3-l;..,}=:Q. 
We set si-, <p<Si,Sj<q<Sj+iforeverypEP,,qEQ.Notethatjandd 
have the same parity, therefore if 4 = m = s,, 1 then v + 1 and d have the 
same parity. We do not know a priori the parity of the index i, therefore the 
known parities are (we use the Notation 4.4) 
(a, 4 z,.i Ic). 
We choose now a factor E,, of A such that PEP,, qEQ and p is 
minimum in P,. Note that p # r, in fact if p < s, + v we have p < r; if 
p > s, + v then i and c have opposite parity. 
If p < r we have p < r < t < q and we can perform on A the degeneration 
D;,,, : Ep4 0 E,, I-P E,, 0 E,. We claim that i and d have the same parity, 
otherwise the degeneration Dz,,, is of type IV and we have a trivial lifting, 
against (*) (the argument holds also for q = m, cf. Remark 45(i)). It follows 
that the parities are 
(a, 4 z,j, i I c) 
481/93/2-l 1 
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and we can perform on A the degeneration 
&?+I S’ q . li . 
(Case III) 
d-s- 
r I 
and h < p (not to contradict (*)). 
If p > r then i and d have the same 
degeneration 
parity; on A we can perform the 
(Case (III) 
and the parities are 
(a, 4 -5.A i I c). 
We compare now the two obstruction matrices 
obA P;rtqj and obA ‘(DLrd if h<p<r 
or 
obA Wptq> and obA ‘(Dehrtd if p > r. 
In obA there are new entries relative to the row indices {h,..., s, - 1; s,+, ,..., 
s a+2 
sd+2 I : 
;...; si- r ,..., p - 1) =: W and column indices {t + l,..., sd+ i ; 
)...) sd+ 3 ;...; sj + l,..., q} =: V (cf. Cases III and I), and there must be 
a pair of indices s,+uE w, s,+wE v, q<s,+u <++,, 
s,<sg+w<sg+,, such that 
(7.4) NAf+U,Sg+W = Nff+u,s,+w (sg + w < m) 
(otherwise the degeneration Df,,,, (resp. DFptq) on A will be a trivial lifting of 
the same operation performed on A’). Note that s, + w < m even if q = m, as 
in this case sj = s,, , = m. The parities of the indices involved are 
(a, 4 z,j, i, g I cd) 
and So + u # s, + v (as z and f have different parity). 
We claim that 
as a consequence of Lemma 6.6(iii). 
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In fact if s,+v<s,+u in A there is no factor Exy, s,-~(x<s,, 
sq<y<sq+,, with 
xE {I,... rS,+U;Sz+, + l,...) s,+,;...;sf+ l,..., sr+u}, 
y E {sg + w ,...) s,,, - 1; sg+* )...) SK+3 - l;...} 
(note that if in A we have Ex,y, with a and f of the same parity, then 
x ( s, + u ( r, we can perform D&, (Case IV) and we contradict (*), if in A 
we have Exy , with a and f of opposite parity then x < s,+ u <p and we 
contradict the minimality ofp). If s, + u > s, + u we interchange the role of 
these two indices and again (7.5) holds. 
We also have 
in fact s, + u E H, s, + w E K (note that if g = m then sj = s,, i = m, the last 
index in V is sj-, and Vc K). 
We use now (7.4), (7.1) and (7.6) to deduce from (7.5) and Lemma 6.6(i) 
or (ii) applied to B the following 
(7.8) NA sf+u,m < Nff+uw 
a contradiction to the assumption B < A. 
If p= s, + 0 is of type (2) then s, + v < h; we use the decomposition 
(6.2), for both sides of (7.1) and from (7.2) and (6.4) we deduce 
(7.312 s~z+v,s,+,.Sd+, + Ix St --,, S*.Sd+2 > 0.
a=zt3,2+5,...,d 
From Lemma 6.5(i), and (iii) it follows that A contains at least a factor 
E,q, Sip1 <P < St, Sj < 4 < Sj+ 1) with 
BE {s,+v+ l,..., s,+i;sz+*- I)..., s,,,;...;s,-,+ l)...) qj}=:P*, 
4E {t+ l,..., sd+i - l;sd+* ,..., s~+~- l;...} =Q 
and the parities are 
(a, d,j, i I c, z>. 
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Also in this case we choose a factor Epp of A such that p E P,, q E Q and p 
is minimum in P,. p # r as i and c have opposite parity. 
If p < r, we can perform on A the degeneration 
Si SC-1 Pm * sd+l 2 q 
w - m , l 
De prtq :
-2-L 
(Case III) 
I t 
and h <p (not to contradict (*)). 
If p > r we can perform on A the degeneration 
We proceed now as for p = s, + a of type (1). Using the same argument 
and the same notations, we see that (7.4) must hold for s,+ ZJ E W, 
s, + w E V. The parities are 
(a, d,j, i, g I c, z,f) 
and we have s, + u < h & sr+ u. Again we claim (7.5), as a consequence of 
Lemma 6.6(iii). In fact in A there is no factor Ex,y, s,_ i < x < s,, 
sO<y<ss6+,, with 
x E {s, + u + l,..., s,, ,; s,+z + l)...) s,+3;...; sf+ l,..., sr+ u}, 
y E {SK + w ,..., sg+l - 1; s*+* ,..., sg+j - l;...} 
asxEP,,~EQandx<s~+u<p. 
Using again (7.4), (7.1) and (7.6) from (7.5) we deduce (7.7) and the 
contradiction (7.8) to B <A. 
It follows that (**) is proved for df V. 
If d = v, we examine (iv) of Table I,, and still claim (**). By 
contradiction we assume (7.1), but (7.2) does not hold. We use instead the 
following 
(7.2)’ NA s,tu,t+l > N:z+u,t+l 
as t + 1 < m and the operation on A’ is allowed by B’. We cannot use the 
decompositions (6.2), we use instead (setting e = t + 1) (6.3), or (6.3),, 
according to the type (1) or (2) for the index p= s, + u, for both sides of 
(7.1) and from (7.2)’ we deduce 
(7.3X Rfz+“,tt 1 + Ix sL.s,,tt 1 > 0, 
a=r+z,r+4,...,v 
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or 
(7*3X ~~z+v.s,+,,t+l  lx ~~~-,&,l+l > 0. 
a=z+3,rts,...,u 
From now on the discussion is the same as for the case d # V, we only 
point out that 
Q = {t + l,..., m - 1 }, v= {t + I,..., q} 
and s, + w E V is such that g = v. From (7.4), (7.5) and (7.6) we deduce 
(7.7) and the contradiction (7.8). (**) is now completely proved. 
Remark. Note that the line of this proof of Case I, goes like this: By 
contradiction we assume (7.1) and from (6.2) (or (6.3)) and (7.2) (or 7.2)‘) 
we deduce (7.3) (or (7.3)‘). This gives us in A a subset of indecomposables 
{Ep,F} in which we choose EP,q with some properties (p minimum, the parity 
of some indices, etc.) in such a way that (7.4) holds. Next we prove (7.5) 
and from the assumptions (7.2) and (7.6) we deduce (7.7) and (7.8), i.e., a 
contradiction to B < A. 
In all the remaining cases we will follow the same line, using the same 
notations of case I, when possible. 
7.1, The Case I for an Odd Degeneration 
We assume that the elementary degeneration on A’ allowed by B’ is 
%tli : E,,t 0 E,, +E,,kOErt, k<m-l (Case I). 
The row and column indices in obA ‘(Dirlk) are the same as for the even 
operation (cf. Subsection 7.1,), i.e., the row indices are { l,..., h - 1; s, ,..., 
s a+1 - I;...; SC-l )...) r - 1) = H, the column indices are {t + I,..., sd+, ; 
sd+z + I,..., Sd+3;...; Sb+, + I,..., Sb; k + I,..., m - 1) = K. 
We collect in Table I, the non-trivial liftings which can occur in A. 
Remark I,. In Table I, we have not listed all the possible liftings of 
E r,m--l from A’ to A, but the missing ones give rise to trivial liftings which 
are against (*). Moreover if d = v then k = m - 1. The argument is exactly 
the same as in Remark I,. 
For all the possibilities listed in column 2 of Table I,, we have new 
obstruction indices relative to the column index m, and the row index p E H, 
where H is the same set defined for the Case I,, as the obstruction indices do 
not depend on the type even or odd of the operation. 
Again we claim (**) (cf. Subsection 7.1,). 
To prove it we use the same notations as for the even operation of type I 
and by contradiction we assume (7.1). Then again the index p= s, + 2) can 
by of type (1) or (2). 
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TABLE I, 
Column 1 Column 2 
DL in.4’: Case1 Non-trivial lifting of D& in A Case 
k=m-l=s, 7 - m-1 r m-1 
(iii) 
d#v 
k=m-ifs, 
- m-1 - m 
I 
(iv) 
d=v 
k=m-l 
Assume first d # v, then we can reproduce the same argument as in 
Subsection 7.1,, up to the choice of a factor Ep,9 of A with (p, q) E P, X Q 
(r = 1,2), and p minimum in P, , At this point the argument is similar, but 
not equal, to the one given in Subsection 74, and we develop it for the 
convenience of the reader. 
We claim that p # h. In fact, for r = 1, if p < s, + u we have p < h; if 
p > s, + v then i and a have opposite parity; for r = 2 again i and a have 
opposite parity. 
We cannot have p < h, otherwise we could perform on A the degeneration 
%lrq: E,, 0 E,, -+ EP1 @ E,, which is a trivial lifting (if p = s, + v is of type 
(1) the operation is of type III or IV, if p= s, + v is of type (2) the operation 
is of type III), against the assumption (*). 
If p > h then i and d have the same parity and we can perform on A the 
degeneration Diplg which is of type III. Not to contradict (*) we must also 
have p > r. We compare the two obstruction matrices: 
obA(DLJ and obA ‘(Dirt A (P > 9. 
In obA(Dohptg) there are new entries relative to the row indices {r,..., s, - 1; 
s c+ I)-**) SC+2 - 1 ;...; sip, ,..., p - 1) =: W’ and the column indices 
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{t + l,..., s,,+, ; sd+r + l,..., s~+~ ;...; sj + l,..., q} = V and there must be a pair 
of indices sf+ u E W’, s, t w E V such that (7.5) holds. Note that here we 
have s, t u < sr t u and we can proceed, as for the even operation, up to the 
inequality (7.8), against the assumption B ( A. Therefore the claim (* *) is 
proved for d# v. If d = v we use (7.2)’ and deduce (7.3); or (7.3); and the 
proof of (* *) is the same as for the case d # v, with obvious changes 
(compare also the cases d # v and d = v for the even operation). 
7.11, The Case II for an Even Degeneration 
We assume that the degeneration on A’ allowed by B’ is Dgrlk: 
E,, @ E,, -+ Ehl @ Erk, k < m - 1 (Case II). 
From Section 4, Case II we read that the row indices in obA ‘(Dirtk) are 
{h,..., s,- l;s,+, )..,, s,+2- l;...;s, -,,..., r- l}=:L, 
the column indices are 
{t t l,..., sd+,; sd+z •+ l,...,Sd+j;"';Sb-1 + l,***,s,; 
k + l,..., m-l}=K 
(where K = {t + l,..., m+l}ifk=m-1 andd=v). 
In Table II, we collect all the non-trivial liftings of D& which can occur 
inA. 
Note that if d = v then k = m - 1, otherwise the degeneration on A’ is not 
of type II. Moreover all the liftings which do not appear in column 2 are of 
type IV, and have been eliminated, as we assume (*). 
For all the possibilities listed in column 2 we have new obstruction indices 
relative to the column index m and row indices p E L. 
As in Case I we claim (**), i.e., 
(**I N;,m > N;‘,m for every p E L. 
To prove (**) assume by contradiction that there exists an index 
~=s,tvEL,s,<s,tv<s,+,,suchthat 
(7.1) NA s,+v,m =Nfz+v,m* 
The index p= s, + v E L is such that z and a have the same parity. 
Therefore, from Table II, we deduce the parities 
(a, c I 4 z). 
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TABLE II, 
Column 1 
GA in A’: Case II 
Column 2 
. . . . Non-trwal lifting of Dg,rk inA Case 
(9 
dfv 
kfm-1 
(ii) 
d#v 
h %I SC--I Sd+l S” h El2 *c--I Sdil 51, 
A 4 
m-1 m se sa SC Sd II 
k=m-l=s, 
P-- I ?-- t 
(iii) 
dfv 
h %I SC--I sd+l su m-1 h so se--l sd+~ sy m 
w I - A 
SC Sd SC Sd II 
k=m-l#s, 
?--- I ?-- I 
(iv) 
d=v 
k=m-1 
We analyze first the case d # v. We have 
(7.2) 
NA s,+u,sd+l > N:z+U,Sd+,) 
NA 
Sd+l.m > Nfd+,.,* 
We use (6.2), for both sides of (7.1) and from (7.2) and (6.4) we deduce 
(7*3), Rfz + U.Sdt2 + 1 SS,-,.%,&!+Z > ” 
a=r+Z,r+4,...,d 
From Lemma 6.5(i) and (iii) it follows that A contains at least a factor 
E,-,,- with 
BE {l,“‘,S~+~;Sr+~ + I,..., s,+z;...;s&, + I,..., sd} =P,, 
CjE {t + I,..., sd+, - l;Sdt2,..., Sd+3 - I;...) = Q. 
We set Si-, < ~3 < Si ; Sj < 4 < sj+, . Clearly we have 
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(o) Assume that in A we have factors EF+ p E P,, 4 E Q, such that 
(6 c, i I 4 z,j). 
Then p < s, + v and among the factors EF,r satisfying (o) we choose a factor 
Ep,q with p maximum in P,. We have p < s, + u < r and we can perform on 
A degeneration 
si St-1 P * * 
* w 
De prtq :
As- 
(Case IV) 
r 1 
We compare the two obstruction matrices 
of+ (D;rt,> and CJ~ A‘PLtJ 
(Cases IV and II); not to go against (*) we must have p ( h. Then in 
obA(Dirtq,) there are new entries relative to the row indices 
{P,..., Si - 1; Si+ 1 )...) Si+ * - l;...; S,_ I ,...) h - 1 } =: U 
and the column indices 
(c+ l,..., sd+ 1; Sd+2 + l,**., sd+j ;-se; Sj + l,***, q} = v 
and not to go against (*) there must be a pair of indices sf + u E u, 
S,+W~~,sf<sf+u<~f+,;~,<~,+~~~,+,suchthat 
(7.4) N$u,s+v = Nf,+u,sg+w (sg + w < m). 
The parities now are 
(a, c, i I 4 z,.Lf, g) 
andsf+u<h<s,+v. 
We claim that (7.5) hold: 
The claim follows from Lemma 6.6(iii); in fact in A there is no factor Exr, 
S a-, <X<%, S,<Y <sq+,, with 
XE {s,+u+ l,..., $+*;sf+*+ l,...) sr+j;...;sz+ l)...) q+v}, 
y E {sg + w ,..., s,, , - 1; s*+2 ,...) s,,, - l;...} 
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as x E P,, y E Q, x > sf+ u >p, a has the parity of i, /I has the parity ofj 
and p has been chosen maximum. We also have (7.6) 
in fact s, + v E L and sg + w E K (note that if q = m, then sj = s,, i = m, the 
last index in V is sjP1 and in any case Vc K). As in 7.1 we get now the 
contradiction (7.8) to B < A and (**) is proved under the assumption (0). 
We may now assume that: 
(00) All the factors E,-,,- of A such that p E P,, q E Q satisfy also the 
parity condition 
(a, c I 4 z, LO. 
Among them we choose Ep,q, with p minimum in P, . We have p # r and 
p # h as i has parity different from the one of a and c. 
If h <p < r we can perform on A the degeneration 
De prtq : (Case III) 
If p > r on A we can perform the degeneration 
r SC Si-I l A A sd f 4 
Eptq : 
-&--ax- 
(Case III) 
P 4 
We compare obA ‘(D&J with obA(Dirlq) and with obA(DFplq) (Cases II 
and III); for both cases in obA we have new entries relative to the row 
indices 
{l,..., h - 1; Say..., s,+ 1 - l;**., Si-I,***,P - 1 ) =’ ” 
and to the column indices 
{Z + I,..., Sd+l; Sd+2 + l,.*., Sd+j ;**a; Sj + l,***, 9) =: V 
and not to go against (*) there must be a pair of indices sr + u E 7~‘, 
~,+wEV,s~~s~+u<s,+,,s,<s,+w~s,+, for which (7.4) holds. 
We have the parities 
(a, c Id, z, id g) 
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and we claim that (7.5) holds, independently from the parity off, as a copse- 
quence of Lemma 6.6(iii). In fact if f ad a have opposite parity there 
sf+u<h-1 <s,+v and in A there is no factor Ex,y, s,-~ <x<s,, 
s,<y < sq+,, with 
XE {s,+u+ l,...) sf+,;sf+*+ l)...) sfi3;...;s,+ l,...) S,fV}, 
yE {S8 + w ,...) sg+l - l;sg+2 )...) s&,+3 - I;...), 
as x E P,, y E Q and a and a have the same parity (cf. (00)). 
If f and u have the same parity and s,+ < s, + u, then in .4 there is no 
factor Ex,,,, s,-, <x<sa, sq<y<sg+,, with 
x E { l,..., sf+ u;sf+l + l,..., sf+z;...;s, + l)...) s, + v}, 
y E {SE t w )..., s,, , - 1; s,+* )...) sgi3 - l;...}, 
as x E P,, y E Q, a and a need to have opposite parity (cf. (oo), which 
implies x < sf+ u <p and p has been chosen minimum in P,. If 
s,+ u > s, t v we interchange the role of these two indices and the argument 
is the same. 
If p < h we can perform on A the degeneration 
Proceeding as before we have new obstruction indices 
(l)...) p- l;si )...) si+, - l;...;s,-, )...) h- l)= U”, 
(t t l,..., sd+ 1) sd+‘j f 1,-v., Sdf3 i-s*; Sj f l,.**, q} = VY 
and a pair if indices ss + u E U”, s, + w E V such that (7.4) holds. We have 
the parities 
(a, c I 4 2, U, s> 
and we claim that (7.5) holds, independently from the parity off, as a conse- 
quence of Lemma 6.6(iii). In fact if f and a have opposite parity, then in A 
there is no factorE,,,, s,-, <x<s,, sq<y<ssg+,, with 
XE {s,+u+ l,..., s,+,;...;s,+ l)..., s,+u}, 
y E {SE + WV.., Sg+ 1;..*}, 
as x E P, , y ‘E Q and a and a have the same parity (cf. (00)). If f and a have 
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the same parity then sr + u <p - 1 and in A the is no factor E,,,, 
s a-, <x<s,, S,<Y <sg+, 
x E { l)...) s,+ u; sr+ i + l,...) sr+2;...; s, + l,...) s, + u}, 
y E {sg + w r..., s,+, ;...), 
as x E Pi, y E Q, a and a need to have opposite parity (cf (00)) which 
implies x < sr + u <p and p has been chosen minimum in Pi. 
We also have (7.6), independently from the fact that h < p < r, or p > r, or 
p < h, as s, + u E L and sg + w E K. Therefore we get a contradiction to 
B < A (cf. 7.1,) and (* *) is fully proved in the case d # v. 
If d = v we still claim (**); to prove it we assume (7.1) for an index 
p= s, + u EL and we have (7.2)’ (cf. 7.1,). Using (6.3), we also get (7.3); 
and from Lemma 6.5(i) and (ii) it follows that A contains at least a factor 
E,,, with p E P, and 4 E {t - l,..., m - 1 } = Q. At this point we proceed 
exactly as in the case d # r we have just treated, the only difference being 
that the set V in the actual case is V= {t + l,..., q} and s, + w E V is such 
that g = v. 
7.11, The Case II for an Odd Degeneration 
We assume that the degeneration on A’ allowed by B’ is DErtk: 
Eht @ E,, + E,, 0 E,.(, k < m - 1 (Case II). The row and column indices of 
obA’(D&) belong respectively to the sets L and K (cf. Subsection IIe). 
We list in Table II, all the non-trivial liftings of Dg,.(k which can occur in 
A (the liftings which do not appear in column 2 belong to Case IV and are 
trivial). 
For all the possibilities listed in column 2 we have new obstruction indices 
relative to the column index m and the row index p E L, and as in the even 
case we claim (* *) (cf. Subsection 11,). To prove (* *) we assume, by 
contradiction, (7.1), and the parities are 
(a, c, d 12). 
Assume d # v, then we have (7.2). We use (6.2), for both sides of (7.1) and 
from (7.2) and (6.4) we deduce 
(7*3)2 S~z+“,Sr+l.dt2 + : 
a=rt3.z+5,...,d 
From Lemma 6S(iii) it follows that A contains at least a factor EF,T, 
si-l < p < si, sj < 4 < sj+, , with 
PE {s,+v+l,..., s,+l;s,+~+ I,..., sz+3;...;sd-l+1,...,sd}=p~, 
4~ {t + l,..., sd+i - l;s,,, ,..., sd+3 - l,... } = Q. 
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TABLE II, 
-___ 
(9 
d#v 
kfm- 
(ii) 
dfv 
k=m- 
(iii) 
dfv 
- 
Column 1 Column 2 
D& in A ‘: Case II . . . Non-trwlal llftmg of Di,,, inA Case 
h $0 se-1 Sd I h 5. k-1 Sd , 
.- - -* +-eA 
II 
1 
k k 
k=m- 1 fs,, 
(iv) 
d=v 
k=m-I 
h 30 *c--l 
4-A--z 
+-A 
m 
II 
The parities are 
(a, c, 4 4.i I z> 
and among these factors we choose Ep,q, with p minimum in P,. We note 
that p > s, + u > h. We can perform on A the degeneration 
Si . - 
P 
Sd+l 2 (Case IV) . m w- 
4 
and not to contradict (*) we must have p > r. It follows that in o&‘(D~,,,) 
there are new entries relative to the new indices 
{r,..., S, - 1; Sc+ly***, SC+* - l;***; Si-1 ,***?p - 1) =: u”’ 
and column indices 
{t + I,..., Sd+l; Sd+, + 1,.-v, sd+3 ;*a*; sj + I,*.*, 4) = v 
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and not to go against (*) there must be a pair of indices sf + u E U”‘, 
s, + w E V such that (7.4) holds. The parities are 
and we claim (7.5) (cf. Subsection 7.11,) s a consequence of Lemma 6.6(iii). 
In fact we have s, + n < r < sr+ u and in A there is no factor E,,, with 
XE {s,+v+ l,... ,s,+1;sz+2+ l,..., s,+,;...;s,+ l,... ,s,+u}, 
y E {sg + w ,..., sg+, - 1; sg+z ,..., sg+3 - lb..}, 
as x E P,, y E Q, x < sf + u <p and p has been chosen minimum in P,. We 
proceed now as in Subsection 7.1 or 7.11, up to the contradiction (7.8), and 
(* *) is proved for d # V. 
If d = v we have to use (7.2)’ and (6.3), and the proof of (” *) is the same. 
7.111. The Case III for an Even or Odd Degeneration 
Assume that the elementary degeneration on A’ allowed by B’ is of type 
III and either it is 
or it is 
DLCk : E,, 0 E,, -, EM 0 Er,c (Case III) 
DOht?k : E,,c 0 E,, -+ EM 0 E,t (Case III). 
We claim that k = m - 1, otherwise both operations on A’ lift to A to the 
same operation performed on the same indecomposables, and we have trivial 
liftings, agains (*). 
We collect the only possible non-trivial liftings which can occur in A in 
Table III, for the even operation and in Table III,, for the odd one. 
TABLE III, 
Column 1 Column 2 
%,m-, in A’: Case III Non-trivial lifting of Di,,,,_ , in A Case 
0) 
dfv 
h sa SC--l sd+, SC. m-1 Id+, SI. m-1 
w w 0 
SC Sd SC Sd 1 
k=m-l#S,, 
?-- r --T r 
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TABLE III, 
Column 1 
DiL,-, A’: Case III 
Column 2 
Non-trivial lifting of D&,,- , in A Case 
6) 
dfv 
h scz SC-1 Sd I h %I Q--I sd 1 
l - ;, II’ CtA w* 
k=m-l#s, 
v m-1 w 
I 
m-1 
(ii) 
dfv 
h SC7 SC--I Sd I h 50 SC-1 Sd I 
W’ . 
I 
k=m-l=s, 
m--l m 
In obA ‘(Dhrtm- ,) (for the even or odd operation) the row indices are 
{ l,..., h- l;s,. ,..., s,+, - l;...;s,-, ,..., r- I} = H, 
the column indices are 
{t + l,..., Sd+ * ; Sd+* + I)..., Sdt3;...; S”_, + l)...) S”} =: K’ 
if k=m- 1 #su, 
{t + l)...) sdll;sd+* + l)...) sd+3;...;s”-z + l)...) SD-,} =:K” 
if k=m-l=s,, 
and for the liftings listed in column 2 (for the even or odd operation) we 
have new obstruction indices relative to the column index m and the row 
indices p E H (compare Cases III and I). 
As in Subsection 7.1, (resp. 7.1,) we claim (**) and the proof of it is 
exactly the same, as the argument in Subsection 7.1, (resp. 7.1,) is 
independent from the value of k, which in Case III need to be k = m - 1 
(note also that in the actual case d # v). 
7.IV. The Case IV for an Even or Odd Degeneration 
Assume that the degeneration on A’ allowed by B’ is of type IV. As in 
Subsection 7.111 we claim that k = m - 1, independently from the fact the 
degeneration is even or odd. In fact if k = m - 1 the operations on A’ lift to 
A to the same operation performed on the same indecomposables and we 
have trivial liftings, against (*). 
We collect the only possible non-trivial liftings in A in Table IV, for the 
even operation, and in Table IV, for the odd one. 
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TABLE IV, 
Column 1 Column 2 
Gwtm-, on A’: Case IV Non-trivial lifting of D~,,,,~ , on A Case 
In obA ‘(Dhrtm _ 1) (for the even or odd operation) the row indices are 
oh,..., S, - 1; S,+1 ,..., sot2 - l;...; s,-, ,..., r - 1) = L; 
the column indices are 
{t + l,..., sd+, ; sd+2 + I,..., sd+j;“‘; s,-, + l,.-*, s,] = K’ 
if k=m- 1 fs,, 
(t + l,..., sd+l; sd+2 + 1,~.*, sd+J;‘-; s,-2 + l)...) s,+ ,} = K” 
if k=m- 1 =s,. 
For the liftings listed in column 2 (for the even or odd operation) we have 
new obstruction indices relative to the column index m and the row indices 
p E L (compare Case IV and II). 
TABLE IV, 
Column 1 
%nl~ 1 on A’: Case IV 
Column 2 
Non-trivial lifting of Dzrlm ._ , on A Case 
(9 
d#v 
h 60 SC-1 
d 
h %I SC--l sd f 
4+ 
II 
k=m-Ifs, 
Id+, SC 
m-1 
m--L 
(ii) 
dfv 
h so Q--l 
-8-b-z 
h $0 *c--l Sd t 
II 
k=m-l=s, 
Sd+l Sv 
z m-1 m 
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As in Subsection 7.11, (resp. 7.11,) we claim (**) and the proof of it is the 
same, as the argument in Subsection 7.11, (resp. 7.11,) is independent from 
the value of k. 
Step 1 is now completely proved. 
8. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.3, STEP 2 
We are in the case A > B, A’ = B’, A” = B”, i.e., N$,, > NT,,, and N$ = Nt 
for (i,j) # (1, m). As both A and B are the direct sum of indecomposables 
and the ranks are additive, we can assume: (**): no indecomposable E,,, 
appears simultaneously in A and B. We deduce that in the decompositions of 
A and B no Eh,k, with k < m - 1 can appear as for these indices we have 
e&=ei;=&;=e&; no E r,s can appear with r > 2 as we have e;“, = eci’ = 
e B”- B Fs - ers. It follows that in A or B the only indecomposables which can 
appear are 
(8.1) E Im-19 E Irn, E Zm-1, E 2m’ 
It is easily seen using the assumptions A’ = B’, A” = B” and (**), that only 
two configurations are possible: 
(j) B is the direct sum of p copies of (E,,-1 @ E2,,J and A is the 
direct sum of p copies of (E,, 0 ElmpI), 
(jj) B is the direct sum of p copies of (El,,, @E,,- ,) and A is the 
direct sum of p copies of (El,,-, BE,,). If v is even we have the decom- 
position of type (6.2),: 
Nhl =N,s,, + Ns*,m - 2 ss,-,s,m- f=1,3 ,...,“-I 
Moreover both for A and B we have 
2: Ss,-,s,m = 0, S,,,, = e,, 
t=3,5,...,u-1 
(cf. Lemma 6.5(iii), and (8.1)). 
As Nt, > NT,,,, Nf,” = NT,“, N$,, = Nf”,, it follows ef,,, > e$, 2 0 and we 
have the configuration (j). In A we can now perform the degeneration 
E,, @ E,,,-, H E,,,-, BE,, (cf. Case I). If v is odd we have the decom- 
position 
N,, =N1,” + N,“,,, - elm + c 
I=2,4....,v--1 
481/93/2-12 
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Moreover we have C1=2,4 ,.,.,“- 1 SS,-,sl,, = 0 both for A and B (cf. 
Lemma 6S(iii) and (8.1)). From the assumptions it follows e:,,, > ef,,, > 0 
and we have the configuration G). In A we can now perform the 
degeneration E,,- 1 @ E,, t--+ E,,,, 0 Ez,,- I (cf. Case I). 
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